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Very high energy (VHE, E > 30 GeV) gamma-rays are absorbed via interaction with low-energy
photons from the extragalactic background light (EBL) if the involved photon energies are above
the threshold for electron-positron pair creation. The VHE gamma-ray absorption, which is energy dependent and increases strongly with redshift, distorts the VHE energy spectra observed
from distant objects. The observed energy spectra of the AGNs carry, therefore, an imprint of
the EBL. The detection of hard VHE gamma-ray spectra of distant sources (z = 0.11 - 0.60) by
H.E.S.S., MAGIC and VERITAS enabled to set strong upper limits on the EBL density, using
certain basic assumptions about blazar physics. Recently, Fermi/LAT and H.E.S.S. data led to
first clear detection of the EBL. Here, we critically review the assumptions for the constraints and
discuss perspectives for the EBL and cosmology studies with the next generation observatory for
ground-based gamma-ray observation CTA.
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1. Extragalactic Background Light
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Figure 1: Left: Schematic Spectral Energy Distributions (SED) of the most intense backgrounds in the
universe. From right to left: the cosmic microwave background (CMB), the cosmic infrared background
(CIB) and the cosmic optical background (COB). The last two components together are called EBL. Plot
adopted from [2]. Right: Attenuation coefficients exp(−τ ) as a function of γ -ray energy. The model and
uncertainties are from [7]. The curves represent the expected attenuation of the VHE γ -ray spectra for
different source distances.

The EBL is difficult to measure directly due to strong foregrounds from our solar system and
the Galaxy. The observation of distant sources of VHE γ -rays using Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT, such as H.E.S.S., MAGIC or VERITAS) provides a unique indirect measurement of
the EBL. The precision of the EBL constraints set by the IACT improved remarkably in the last
few years. In addition to the IACTs, the LAT instrument on board the Fermi satellite operating
in the energy regime between 100 MeV and >300 GeV has shown a high sensitivity to the EBL
imprint on the energy spectra of distant sources. Even if the event statistics is rather limited for
2
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During the star and galaxy formation history a diffuse extragalactic radiation field has been
accumulated in the ultraviolet to far infrared wavelength regimes. This radiation field, commonly
referred to as the extragalactic background light (EBL), is the second largest, in terms of the contained energy, background after the Cosmic Microwave Background of 2.7 K (CMB). While the
CMB conserves the structure of the universe at the moment of the decoupling of matter and radiation following the Big Bang (at redshift z ≈ 1000), the EBL is a calorimetric measure of the entire
radiant energy released by processes of structure formation that have occurred since the decoupling.
A closer look to the UV – infrared backgrounds is given in Figure 1, left plot. From right to left,
the spectral energy distributions of the three major components are shown: the cosmic microwave
background (CMB), the cosmic infrared background (CIB), and the cosmic optical background
(COB). The COB, peaking at around 1 µ m is believed to originate directly from stars. The CIB,
having its peak at ∼100 µ m, results mostly from starlight that has been absorbed by dust inside
galaxies and reemitted at higher wavelengths. Throughout this paper, we will refer to COB and
CIB together as EBL. Other contributions, like emission from AGN and quasars are expected to
produce no more than 5 to 20% of the total EBL density in the mid IR (see e.g. [1] and references
therein).
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2. VHE γ -rays from blazars as a probe of the EBL
On the way from the source to the observer, VHE γ -rays can suffer absorption losses by interaction with the low energy photons of the EBL. The corresponding reaction is the pair-production
of an electron-positron pair:

γVHE + γEBL −→ e+ + e− with Eγ VHE · Eγ EBL > (me c2 )2

(2.1)

The optical depth of the VHE γ -rays, τ (E), emitted at the redshift z, can then be calculated by
solving the three-fold integral:
Z z
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Eγ : = gamma-ray energy in the observer frame work

τ (Eγ , z) =

dℓ(z′ )

dµ

(2.2)

E ′ : = redshifted gamma-ray energy at the place of pair creation

ε ′ : = redshifted energy of soft photons at the place of pair creation
µ : = cos θ
n (ε ) : = EBL energy density
dℓ(z) : = distance element
The expected optical depth for VHE γ -ray fluxes from sources at different redshifts is shown in
Fig. 1, right panel. Hereby, the model from [7] is used to estimate the EBL density. One can
see that the optical depth is not only redshift but also energy dependent. It is evident that a low
threshold of a VHE γ -ray detector is essential to observe distant sources.
There are two major aspects concerning the interconnection between VHE γ -rays and the EBL:
1. The EBL leaves a unique imprint on the VHE spectra. This imprint can be used to study the
EBL.
3
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high energy (E>30 GeV) events of the ∼ 1m2 instrument, the combination of the event statistics at
lower energies, in the EBL unabsorbed regime, and the large number of detected sources help to
significantly constrain the EBL density. Contemporaneously with the IACT and Fermi/LAT constraints, there has been rapid progress in resolving a significant fraction of this background with
the deep galaxy counts at infrared wavelengths from the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and
from the Spitzer satellite as well as at sub-millimeter wavelengths from the Submillimeter Common User Bolometer Array (SCUBA) instrument. The current status of direct and indirect EBL
measurements (excluding limits from the IACTs) can be found in [3].
In total, the collective limits on the EBL between the UV and far-IR confirm the expected two
peak structure, although the absolute level of the EBL density remains uncertain by a factor of 2
to 10. In addition to this consistent picture, several direct measurements in the near IR have also
been reported (e.g. [4]), significantly exceeding the expectations from source counts (see [5] and
[6] for recent reviews). If this claimed excess of the EBL is real, it might be attributed to emissions
by the first stars in the history of the universe. These so-called Population III stars are believed to
be heavy stars with a very low metallicity.
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2. The impact of EBL onto VHE spectra is fundamental. We need to understand EBL in order
to study intrinsic properties of the VHE γ -ray sources.

Fintr = exp(τ ) × Fobs ,

(2.3)

whereas τ is an energy and distance dependent optical depth of VHE γ -rays. By measuring the
observed spectrum of a source and inferring certain limits on the intrinsic spectrum of the source,
it is thus possible to constrain τ and, therefore, to constrain the EBL density.
Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQ) and BL Lacs are subclasses of AGNs, which have their
jet aligned close to the line of sight of the observer. The two subclasses are jointly called “blazars”.
According to an accepted paradigm, in AGNs VHE γ -ray photons are produced by VHE electrons
or protons, which are accelerated to VHE energies through a shock acceleration. Lorentz factors in
the jets and the jet alignment towards the observer enhance chances to detect VHE γ -ray emission
for blazars. Blazars are indeed the so far most prominent class of VHE γ -ray emitting extragalactic
objects. In the shock acceleration models, the hardest index obtained for the accelerated particles
is s = 1.5 (see e.g. [8]). In the case of protons interacting with ambient plasma, the resulting γ -ray
spectrum has the same slope as s, i.e. Γint = 1.5. In the case of electrons, the spectrum of the
γ -rays emitted through inverse Compton scattering is expected to be steeper than 1.5 under most
circumstances. Therefore, different authors [9, 10, 11] assumed Γint = 1.5 to be the hardest possible intrinsic spectrum, and using this criterion stringent EBL limits were derived. It was, however,
argued that stochastic electron acceleration [12], truncated electron spectra [13] or internal absorption (e.g. [14, 15]) can lead to even harder VHE γ -ray spectra than with an index of Γint = 1.5
although up to now no harder spectra with Γint < 1.5 have been observed at lower energies, where
no EBL absorption takes place.

3. The status and the prospects of the indirect EBL constraints
Several constraints on the EBL were set in the recent years using data from the IACTs and
Fermi/LAT (e.g. [9, 10, 11]). The first constraints were made using individual sources only, which
4
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Concerning point (1): From a single observed energy spectrum of a distant VHE γ -ray source,
it is rather difficult if not impossible to distinguish between the imprint of the EBL and intrinsic
features of the source. Observed features can be source inherent due to an internal absorption
inside the source or due to a source, which does not provide necessary conditions for acceleration
of charged particles to high enough energy. A way to pin-point the EBL impact is to use population
studies of many extragalactic sources: whereas the intrinsic features might be different, the imprint
of the EBL is the same (at a given redshift). With the current population of VHE γ -ray sources, it
is only possible to set limits on the EBL by arguing that the observed spectra contain at least the
imprint of the EBL and by making some assumptions on the intrinsic source spectra.
Note that only extragalactic VHE γ -ray emitters suffer from the absorption by the EBL. For
the galactic sources, the effect is negligible up to energies of about 100 TeV. For higher energies,
the absorption by the photon field of the CMB starts to be important.
The observed VHE γ -ray spectrum of a source (Fobs ) can be used to reconstruct the intrinsic
spectrum (Fintr ), i.e. the one at the source location:
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Figure 2: Upper limits on the EBL density as derived in [3].

More recently, in independent works by [17] and [18], it was argued that available data from
the detected VHE blazars are already sufficient to measure the EBL, not just derive upper limits on
the EBL density. The results, however, either assume some specific AGN model to be at work [18]
or a power law shape of the intrinsic photon spectra at energies between GeV and TeV regimes
[17].
The Fermi/LAT collaboration also derived limits on the EBL density using two years of LAT
data [19]. With more data, the LAT collaboration succeeded to derive EBL density using an assumption of the smoothness of the blazar spectra and arguing that the lever arm at low energies
(where no EBL absorption is taking place) is a very good proxy of the intrinsic spectrum in the
EBL-affected energy regime [20]. A clear advantage of the technique is the usage of the global
spectral likelihood fit, leaving the normalization of the EBL as the only free parameter. The derived EBL density is, within some 20-50% statistical uncertainty on the level of the light from
resolved galaxies. This study shows also the first results of the EBL evolution, i.e. how the EBL
5
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led to criticism that the limits are source specific and if the selected sources are some what "special" the derived EBL limits would be model-dependent because the underlying assumption for the
constraints is that the VHE sources are "typical".
In order to avoid this dependency [16] performed a scan over many hypothetical EBL realizations (over 8 million different ones). The authors also tested all available blazar spectra (until 2006)
to generalize the EBL limits. The derived limits favor a low EBL level and are in good agreement
with galaxy counts from the optical to the mid infrared regimes. Again, the cosmological origin
of the near infrared excess (e.g.[4]) can be ruled out even for the extreme case of Γint = 2/3. The
study was updated in 2012 by [3] with more sources confirming the findings from the earlier work,
see Figure 2.
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Figure 3: First steps towards resolving the EBL evolution. H.E.S.S. and Fermi/LAT results are shown as
well as a prediction for CTA.
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evolved in time, which is an important test of the galaxy and star formation models.
In a parallel independent work by the H.E.S.S. collaboration, similar study was done using
high energy photons from blazars, that were measured with the H.E.S.S IACTs [21]. Even if the
farthest source used in this study was at z=0.2, the result also ruled out a no-EBL scenario on a
level of more than 5 standard deviations.
A summary of the current limits on the EBL density is shown in Figure 3. The X-axis denotes
the redshift and the Y-axis the measured EBL density normalized to the density predicted in the
model by [22], which is in a good agreement with the models by, e.g., [23, 7, 24]. Typical error
of the measurement is 20-50%, which is not sufficiently small to distinguish between the individual EBL models. However, it is an important result showing that the technique works fine and
once more blazar spectra with higher precision will be measured, the EBL measurement will also
improve.
Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is the next generation IACT array, with ten-times better
sensitivity than the current IACTs and an extended energy coverage between 30 GeV and 300 TeV
[25]. The telescopes are now under design and in the prototyping phase with an aim to start scientific observations in both hemispheres by 2020. Several studies were performed to investigate the
power of CTA to the cosmology and EBL, see, e.g., [26, 27]. The power to resolve the EBL density
with CTA, assuming there are enough sources of high energy photons, is illustrated in Figure 3 by
the red solid line. This particular simulation assumes measurement of 10 blazars per redshift bin for
10 h each source and an averaged source flux of about 50% the one of the Crab nebula at 100 GeV.
Though this may sound like a very high flux from too many sources, the time scale when such flares
need to be accumulated is long: 20 years. In the last 10 years of observations with IACTs, about
5–10 blazar flares on that flux level were measured per year. Therefore, the assumption is realistic.
The statistical limits from such EBL measurement can become even tighter if the sources will be
found at a higher flux level increasing the photon statistics in the EBL affected regime. However,
systematic uncertainties will dominate the measurement when trying to resolve the EBL at a level
better than 5-10% uncertainty. Still, CTA promises to become a great instrument to study EBL
density and EBL evolution.
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4. Pile-ups in the energy spectra of VHE sources
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Figure 4: The VHE spectrum of PKS 1424+240 derived from the 2013 VERITAS dataset. The solid red
line represents the power-law fit to the observed data. These data are shown with an envelope representing a
40% systematic error on the source flux and index error of ±0.3. The data are also shown after correction for
EBL-absorption by [24], assuming z = 0.6035 (gray points), along with the power-law (long-dashed line) fit
to the absorption-corrected data. Figure from [30].

5. Fermi/LAT sources for EBL and cosmology studies with CTA
Finally, we investigate if there will be a sufficient amount of blazars that can be used by
CTA to constrain and measure the EBL. In a study, that we are going to publish elsewhere, we
extrapolate the Fermi/LAT measured sources into the CTA domain and simulate CTA response to
those after 10–20 h of observation of each source. Minimal zenith angle of observation as well
as the EBL attenuation are taken into account. Two CTA observatories, one in the North and one
in the South, are assumed. The input of the study is the Fermi/LAT hard source catalog, 1FHL
7
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In the same time with the EBL constraints and measurements derived using VHE spectra of
blazars, there is an increasing concern that many de-absorbed (i.e. corrected for the EBL absorption) spectra show a pile-up at highest energies measured, in the range 300 GeV to tens of TeV,
depending on the source. The pile-up effect in the de-absorbed spectra was measured by [29] with
a combined significance of 4.2 standard deviations. Also, in a recent publication by the VERITAS
collaboration [30] the de-absorbed spectrum of PKS 1424+240 showed a possible pile up even if
assuming the lower limit on the redshift of the source (z=0.6), which is uncertain (see Figure 4).
One of the explanations of the pile-up effect, if real, is the line-of-sight interactions of high-energy
cosmic rays with cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR) and EBL. In this scenario the
secondary gamma rays are emitted relatively close to the observer, which provides a plausible explanation of the observed hard spectra, see e.g. [31, 32, 33]. Some other possibilities also exist,
including Lorentz variance violation or invoking axion-like new particles that oscillate into gamma
rays, e.g. [28, 34], preventing strong absorption of the gamma-ray flux by the EBL. However, there
is no solid, beyond systematic uncertainties, evidence yet that the pile-up effect is real and not some
combination effect of spectral energy reconstruction in some sources and uncertainties in redshift
determination.
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Figure 5: Sky map in galactic coordinates with potential and already detected sources for EBL and cosmology studies. 1FHL blazars that have photons with E > 50 GeV are shown in black dots, already detected
blazars among them are blue dots, and potentially detectable blazars with CTA assuming averaged flux state
are in red.
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